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Abstract: A novel meta-heuristic approach for minimizing nonlinear constrained problems is
proposed, which offers tolerance information during the search for the global optimum. The
method is based on the concept of design and analysis of computer experiments combined with a
novel two phase design augmentation (DACEDA), which models the entire merit space using a
Gaussian process, with iteratively increased resolution around the optimum. The algorithm is
introduced through a series of cases studies with increasing complexity for optimizing uniformity
of a short-wave infrared (SWIR) hyperspectral imaging (HSI) illumination system (IS). The
method is first demonstrated for a two-dimensional problem consisting of the positioning of
analytical isotropic point sources. The method is further applied to two-dimensional (2D) and
five-dimensional (5D) SWIR HSI IS versions using close- and far-field measured source models
applied within the non-sequential ray-tracing software FRED, including inherent stochastic
noise. The proposed method is compared to other heuristic approaches such as simplex and
simulated annealing (SA). It is shown that DACEDA converges towards a minimum with 1 %
improvement compared to simplex and SA, and more importantly requiring only half the number
of simulations. Finally, a concurrent tolerance analysis is done within DACEDA for to the
five-dimensional case such that further simulations are not required.
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1.

Introduction

In the past decade, hyperspectral imaging (HSI) has been demonstrated to be a more effective
food quality inspection technology than traditional machine vision techniques, especially when
defects cannot be easily observed in the visible (380–780 nm) spectral range [1–5]. For example,
short-wave infrared (SWIR) HSI has been shown to allow successful detection of fungi infestation
in hazelnuts [5] and early detection of damage such as bruised apples [6,7], thanks to its potential
for non-destructive chemical imaging. However, the prediction efficiency in these studies was
limited by the illumination non-uniformity. While infrared emitting diodes (IREDs) are becoming
a standard in industrial imaging, their narrow spectra make them unsuitable for SWIR HSI
due to the need for broader spectra. Therefore, tungsten halogen (TH) illumination systems
are typically used, but placed empirically around the target, resulting in limited illumination
uniformity [1, 2, 8]. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to develop methods to simulate the
performance of SWIR HSI illumination methods to maximize the performance of built systems.
To date the characterization of the performance of such systems using meta heuristic optimization
such as simplex or simulated annealing methods is time consuming, especially for non-convex
problems [9]. Thus, in the process of this work, novel optimization techniques analogous to the
process of experimentation, hereafter denoted as experimental methods [10], are proposed and
compared to traditional optimization methods. Additionally, during optimization, the proposed
method provides simultaneously tolerance information of the entire design space.
To enable a realistic simulation of radiation propagation with quantified Monte Carlo noise, the
Rose model suggests to trace millions of rays based on assessment of the SNR dependent on the
desired resolution, contrast, allowable error, and other terms [9, 11]. Because of high resolution
requirements or complex geometry of an optical system, such simulations can be computationally
intensive and time-consuming. Due to this high computation load, brute force approaches
are infeasible, while local optimization approaches can lead to a sub-optimal illumination
configuration in higher dimensional problems [12].
Commercially available optical design and analysis software often include optimization
tools with simplex based methods, such as the Nelder-Mead downhill method [13]. The simplex
method and its variants have been shown to provide satisfying results in nonimaging optics design
optimization [14–16]. However, their capabilities for nonlinear or high dimensional problems are
limited [12,17–19]. Moreover, the simplex method is sensitive to the selected starting point when
considering non-convex problems [9]. It can handle constrained problems [20] by penalizing
the merit function [9], but at the cost of slower convergence [21]. Several alternatives to the
classical simplex approach have been proposed, such as fractional optimization [9], hybrid
Nelder-Mead [22] or simulated annealing optimization [23]. Those methods do not improve the
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possibility of locating the global optimum given a limited number of simulations, and they also do
not maximize information extracted over the entire design space during optimization. Recently,
a novel optimization approach called ’design and analysis of computer experiments (DACE)’
emerged from the field of design of experiments (DOE) [10, 24, 25]. Classical experimental
designs involve replicate runs with the same parameters to access the measurement errors.
Non-stochastic based computer experiments considered in DACE are however, assumed to be
deterministic, thus removing the need for replication in the design.
As a result, DACE can focus on the complexity of the problem itself and screen the solution
space more efficiently [24]. The DACE approach comprises four main steps.
• First, the variables to include in the design have to be determined along with their ranges
of possible numerical values. These limits define the so-called ’design space’.
• Second, this design space must be sampled to determine the ’design points’, i.e. the combinations of numerical values of the variables at which simulations are to be performed. By
selecting the points appropriately, one develops a map of the merit space, with successive
iterations of the method refining the local topology of this space. Sampling the variable
space is done using specific space filling designs that evenly distribute the design points
throughout the parametrized space. Popular choices for such space-filling designs are the
Latin hypercube [26] and uniform designs [27]. Standard space-filling designs are meant
for rectangular regions and, therefore, do not take into account symmetry or constraints
within the variable space. For irregularly shaped parameter spaces, a new class of spacefilling designs was recently proposed, called ’fast, flexible space-filling designs ’ [28],
which we call here fast flexible designs (FFD) for simplicity.
• Third, in the DACE approach, the merit function or response of each computer simulation
design point defined in the previous step is computed.
• Finally, a Gaussian process (GP) is trained to interpolate between those response points to
provide an estimate of the merit space for any arbitrary combination of variables within
the design space [29]. We assume that this space presents Gaussian variations, and that
therefore regions between sampled points can be modelled using a sum of Gaussians. Thus,
the GP is computed by minimizing the variance between those interpolated regions. As we
are most interested in finding an optimum, the GP provides an analytical approximation of
the entire merit space, on which a brute force search can be rapidly performed. When the
merit space is non-Gaussian or not sufficiently sampled, the optimum found from the GP
can deviate slightly from the actual one. Therefore, a method was proposed to correct for
this deviation by performing a simplex post-optimization from the optimum found using
a DACE approach [21]. However, using methods such as simplex as a post-optimization
step may still result in many additional required simulations. Moreover, if the GP is not
sufficiently sampled, the optimum found from this GP can result in a local rather than
a global minimum. To address this issue, novel methods are proposed for space-filling
augmentation, entitled maximum projections, to further efficiently sample once the GP
from an initial lower resolution GP [30].
The DACE approach has previously been demonstrated successfully on several case studies
[24, 29, 31–33]. However, those case studies did not include simulations with stochastic noise
such as non-sequential ray-tracing which are commonly used in optical engineering. Therefore,
a first novelty is to extend DACE to illumination engineering case studies. The number of rays
characterized by their stochastic noise is quantified using the Rose model [9, 11], thus defining
the stop criterion of the search. Furthermore, in this study, the DACE approach is also combined
with a novel, two phase iterative design augmentation (DACEDA) during illumination design
optimization.
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The optimization using DACEDA is presented in the next section by means of a case study, in
which the aim wasto determine the optimum configuration of four TH lamps (hereafter called
spots), positioned in a line scan SWIR hyperspectral imaging setup with a constant radial distance
away from the optical axis of the system. Each spot is first considered as an isotropic point
source in order to describe the problem analytically. The different steps in the DACEDA are
illustrated by means of two degrees of freedom: angular offsets of two spots that are mirrored by
the other two spots. This setup allows for a straightforward visualization and interpretation of
the FFD space-filling, design augmentation and optimization phases. In Section 3 the analytical
formulation is used to validate the convergence of the optimization method without the presence
of noise. Although using a GP for tolerance analysis has been proposed in the literature [21],
its accuracy has not been demonstrated because it would be computationally too expensive to
verify using simulations of a large number of design points. Therefore, the proposed simplified
analytical description of the case study will also be used to quantify the accuracy of the GP for
tolerancing.
In Section 4, the isotropic source model is replaced by a measured far-field distribution and
measured spectra to obtain simulations which are more realistic. The spots are initially oriented
towards the center of the scanned line, at a constant distance away from this point for all spots.
The case study is then extended to a more complex, 5D case study using extended source
models. All ray-traced results from DACEDA are benchmarked against those obtained with
simplex and simulated annealing. Finally, a tolerance analysis is proposed based on the GP
approximated 5D merit space. This novel step is imperative in the design of optical systems
to ensure that its performance not only meets specifications, but is also insensitive to variation
due to errors such as those induced in manufacturing. Typically, the tolerance analysis is done
as a separate step upon finishing the design, which can result in an iterative process between
design and tolerance analysis to ensure the final system meets system and insensitivity demands.
The process of making the tolerance analysis concurrent with the design process is a recent
trend in the optical design community, primarily for imaging with only limited exploration in
non-imaging [34]. The paper ends with conclusions and recommendations for future research.
Although the proposed method cannot guarantee to find the global optimum for every situation,
the objective of the method is still to target it. Therefore, we will use the term ’global optimum’
throughout the manuscript to refer to the best local optimum found at each step, as in other
heuristic approaches [31, 35–37].
2.
2.1.

Case study: SWIR illumination design
Illumination setup and experimental parameters

TH light sources are selected for their high SWIR emission [38]. Four DC 20-W TH spots with a
correlated color temperature of 2800-K DECOSTAR-51-ALU, (OSRAM, Munich, Germany)
mounted with high SWIR transmittance diffusers TSG-LEGB, (Knight Optical, Kent, UK) were
considered as light sources within this design [21]. The target to be uniformly illuminated is the
300 x 0.5-mm2 field of view of a line scan HSI system placed at a distance of 500 mm from the
center of the target as depicted in Fig. 1.
The four lamps are placed symmetrically in an arc, using the polar coordinates
(r , ±α s pot, i ), i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} with α s pot, 1 = −α s pot, 3 and α s pot, 2 = −α s pot, 4 . The spots 1, 3 and 2, 4 can be tilted with angles ±β s pot, 1,3 and ±β s pot, 2,4 , with the symmetries
β s pot, 1 = −β s pot, 3 and β s pot, 2 = −β s pot, 4 . As the problem is symmetric in the y-z plane,
further steps are limited to spots 1 and 2. Therefore, the problem can be characterized by five
variables, being α s pot, 1 , β s pot, 1 , α s pot, 2 , β s pot, 2 and r. This scene is then modeled in the
commercial ray-tracing software FRED Optimum 14.40 (Photon Engineering, Tucson, Arizona,
USA). For the 2D case study, r is fixed at 500 mm and β s pot, i = 0, i ∈ {1, 2}.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the illumination design using four spots with diffusers
mounted in an arc fashion. As the configuration is y-z plane symmetric, only the five
variables α s pot, 1 , β s pot, 1 , α s pot, 2 , β s pot, 2 and r have to be defined to fix the design.

2.2.
2.2.1.

Light source characterization
Spectral distribution

The spectral distribution of the halogen spot with mounted diffuser was measured using a NIST
calibrated ASD spectrophotometer model Field Spec High-Res. (ASD, Inc, Boulder, Colorado,
USA) and an Spectralon coated integrating sphere 4P-GPS-053-SL, (Labsphere, Inc., North
Sutton, USA) in the Remote Sensing group laboratory of the College of Optical Sciences (The
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA).
2.2.2.

Source angular distribution models

The angular distribution of the halogen spots was measured at the Light and Lighting Laboratory
(KU Leuven, Technology campus Ghent, Belgium) using a Rigo-801 goniometer (TechnoTeam
Bildverarbeitung GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany). These measurements provided a far-field angular
distribution assuming a point source and a ray-file representing a near-field extended source
model of the source. Since the source angular distribution was measured in photometric units
(candela), a scaling was performed using the CIE luminous efficiency function V (λ) defined
in [39] and the measured spectrum of the source to derive the spectral radiant intensity in the
1000–2500 nm range.
2.3.
2.3.1.

Target irradiance uniformity
Simplified analytical target irradiance description

In order to validate the DACEDA optimization was not suspect to stochastic noise arising from
ray-tracing simulations, the methodology was verified with an analytical solution. Therefore,
the sources herein were considered as isotropic point sources. For simplicity, only one spot is
presented in the formulation. The total irradiance profile is the sum of the individual contributions
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of each spot. The isotropic point source has the constant radiant intensity:
P
P
=
,
Ω 4π

I=

(1)

where P is the total SWIR emitted flux, Ω = 4π steradian the total solid angle of the source
assuming it is emitting uniformly into a sphere. The following description is illustrated in Fig. 2.
SWIR
HSI

spot i

d

rx+dx

αx+dx
r

αspot i

z

ηdA
αdA

y

βx

2dy
0

x

dA
x

2dx

2L

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the analytical formulation of an halogen isotropic spot
irradiating a line.

Assume a line scan SWIR HSI camera is observing a line of constant length 2L and width
2dy, irradiated by the point source i. Let the origin be the intersection between the optical axis of
the camera and the flat target. Let the x and y-axis be respectively along the length and the width
of the irradiated line and let the z-axis be along the optical axis of the camera. Let the spot i be
placed at polar coordinates (r , α s pot, i ) relative to the x-z plane. The angle can be re-defined in
the current coordinate system as:
β x = 90◦ + α s pot, i .

(2)

The spot is therefore located at coordinates P s pot = (r cos(β x ), 0, r sin(β x )). Assume the
irradiance observed by each pixel to be uniform within the area dA, of size 2 · dx × 2 · dy with
its center located at Ptarget = (x + dx, 0, 0). The vector arising from Ptarget towards P s pot is
referred to as: rx+dx . The distance between Ptarget and P s pot is therefore,
krx+dx k = P s pot − Ptarget =

q
(r cos(β x ) − x − dx)2 + r 2 · sin(β x )2 .

(3)

The pixel area dA has a normal ηdA = (0, 0, 1), with an angle α dA relative to rx+dx . From the
definition of a scalar product, the cosine of α dA can be expressed as,
cos(α dA ) =

rx+dx · ηdA
r sin(β x )
=q
.
krx+dx k · kηdA k
(r cos(β x ) − x − dx)2 + r 2 · sin(β x )2

(4)
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The irradiance of a pixel area dA along the line at location x is then given by:
dE x (x) =

I cos(α dA (x))
krx+dx (x)k 2

,

(5)

The total irradiance profile along the line can then be expressed as:
Eline (x) = dE x (x) , x ∈ [−L, L] ,

(6)

where the discrete variable x varies with steps of 2 · dx between −L and L.
It should be noted that the sources are non-coherent. Therefore, the far-field assumption is
considered between each individual source and a feature pixel of the target. The total irradiance
is the combination of the individual source contributions.
2.3.2.

Ray-tracing simulations

The ray wavelengths are uniformly spread over 200 values ranging from 1 to 2.5 µm according
to the measured spectral distribution (i.e., ∆λ = 7.5 nm ) to mimic the spectral resolution of
the SWIR HSI. The illumination homogeneity has to be maximized within the field of view of
a hyperspectral line-scan camera. Therefore, only the longitudinal center line of the irradiance
profile is used. To reduce the stochastic noise due to Monte Carlo ray tracing, as quantified by the
Rose model, importance sampling from each source towards the flat target is used (see Section
7.2.3 of [9]). As the geometry of the problem observed in Fig. 1 is mirrored at x = 0 along a y-z
cross-section, y-axis symmetry averaging is applied.
Ray-tracing noise quantification One way to quantify the stochastic noise of ray-tracing
simulations is to repeat them for a given configuration [21]. However, this method does not
suggest how many rays should be traced, or whether the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficient
to distinguish features with low irradiance contrast. Up until recently, the general rule was to trace
as many rays as possible. A more quantitative approach, determining the minimum number of
rays to trace in order to obtain a certain signal-to-noise ratio, is described in Section 7.3.2 of [9].
The approach presented in [9] is analogous to the photon statistics-based algorithm developed by
Rose [11], for low-light level television camera tubes.
Rose stated that the amount of random fluctuation within the illumination distribution follows a
Poisson distribution [11,40]. Considering a large number of photons, the Poisson distribution can
be approximated by the normal distribution [41, 42]. Therefore, we assume a normal distribution
of background mean µ and standard deviation σ, with lower limit of 1. It is best to be several
orders of magnitude above the noise standard deviation:
δE ≥ kσ,

(7)

where k represents the confidence factor, and δE a brighter or darker feature with irradiance
distribution. At equality, we are just able to discern a feature from its background noise, providing
a lower bound on the number of rays to be traced. However, a false ray may still occur with a
probability P false , expressed as;
!
A0
k
P false = 2 er f c √ .
(8)
A
2
According to Rose [11], the minimum number of photons Mmin needed to detect a feature of
interest of size A and contrast C on a background of area A0 is:
Mmin =

A0 k 2
,
A C2

(9)
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with the contrast C being the ratio of the illumination distribution of a bright or dark feature of
interest to the background illumination distribution. Given A and A0 , for a set probability of
failure P false , the confidence factor k can be derived from Eq. (8).
In non-sequential ray-tracing, since not all rays from the source are incident on the target, the
ray transfer efficiency η rays , being the ratio between the emitted and incident rays can increase
the number of needed rays for a same SNR. Thus, the equation becomes:
Mmin =

1 A0 k 2
.
η ray A C 2

(10)

For a more elaborate description of this model, the reader is referred to [9]. Within our case study,
we have a total irradiated area A, fragmented in 71 unit cells or pixels, thus giving a pixel height
of 4.22 mm. The pixel width was set to 0.3 mm based on literature [43]. Thus, the area resolution
1
is of AA0 = 71
. The contrast C is set to 0.2 % and the probability of a false ray is set to 1 %,
corresponding to an SNR value of k = 3.80. The probability of false ray was set empirically as in
literature [9]. The contrast is set empirically to a high value, which was limited by the computer
hardware and simulation time, while offering a sufficient SNR to observe the convergence of
the different algorithms. Additionally, η rays is set to one, as there are no obstacles between the
source and the target. Based on Eq. (10), a minimum number of rays of Mmin = 257.21 · 106 is
suggested to be traced per spot.
The DACE approach was originally developed for deterministic, thus noise-free, computer
experiments. Based on the Rose model, we assume with 99% probability that the ray-tracing
simulations are also deterministic. The SNR can also be expressed in Decibels:
SN R(dB) = 20 · log10 (k) ≈ 12dB.

(11)

Under this SNR level, the problem is no longer considered deterministic, due to the stochastic
nature of the ray-tracing simulations. The following noise is compared when applied to an
analytical solution versus an equivalent ray-trace.
2.3.3.

Merit function for irradiance uniformity

The merit function used to evaluate the illumination uniformity is the coefficient of variation
(CV), expressed as:
σ(Eline (x))
CV =
,
(12)
µ(Eline (x))
where Eline (x) is the longitudinal irradiance profile, σ(Eline (x)) and µ(Eline (x)) the standard
deviation and mean of this irradiance profile, respectively. If all pixel areas dA have the same
irradiance, σ(Eline (x)) = 0 and the uniformity is maximal. The division by the mean normalizes
the standard deviation, enables to avoid the case where there is no irradiance, and encourages
also maximal irradiance, thus efficiency.
2.3.4.

Noise level

In order to evaluate the effect of the noise on the CV, the analytical solution is used as a ’noise
free’ reference. A Gaussian noise is then added with a SNR of 12 dB derived from the Rose
model. The next step is to evaluate the influence of the stochastic noise on the merit function,
and provide a boundary ∆CV under which the problem is no longer considered deterministic.
σ re f
σ
Let CVre f = µ re
and CVnoi sy = µ nnooii ss yy be the coefficients of variability computed from an
f
irradiance profile generated using, respectively, the analytical solution without and with added
Gaussian white noise. As the noise has zero mean (µ noi se = 0), µ noi sy = µ re f . For clarity, let
2 , σ2
2
us focus on the square of the numerators, thus σ re
noi se and σ noi sy are respectively the
f
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variances of the reference, the noise contribution and the noisy irradiance profiles. Let nb pi xels
be the number of pixels along the irradiance profile. The variances can therefore be expressed as:
2
σ re
f

=

nbX
p i xel s

− µ re f )2 ,

(x i

re f

(13)

(x i

noi se

− µ noi se )2 ,

(14)

(x i

noi sy

− µ noisy )2 ,

(15)

i=1

σ 2noi se

=

nbX
p i xel s
i=1

σ 2noi sy

=

nbX
p i xel s
i=1

where x i re f , x i noi se and x i noi sy are respectively the irradiance at pixel i of the reference, the
noise contribution and the noisy irradiance profiles. The term σ 2noi sy can be further developed:
σ 2noi sy =

nbX
p i xel s

(x i

re f

+ xi

noi se

− µ noi sy )2 ,

(16)

(x i

re f

+ xi

noi se

− (µ re f + µ noi se ))2 ,

(17)

(x i

re f

+ xi

noi se

− µ re f )2 ,

(18)

i=1

=

nbX
p i xel s
i=1

=

nbX
p i xel s
i=1

=

nbX
p i xel s

(x i2 re f + x i2 noi se + µ 2re f + 2 · (x i

re f x i noi se

− µ re f x i

re f

− µ re f x i

noi se )).

i=1

(19)
From Eq. (19), it is clear that σ 2noi sy is not strictly the sum of the reference and noise variances,
but contains interaction terms. Therefore, σ noi sy is explicitly computed for several configurations
in this work. Therefore, the boundary,
∆CV = |CVnoi sy − CVre f | =

|σ noi sy − σ re f |
µ re f

(20)

is used to quantify the allowed resolution to remain deterministic. If there would be changes
in the CV value between consecutive iterations below ∆CV , their interpretation could not be
distinguished between an improvement in uniformity or noise.
3.

Optimization of illumination design based on ray-tracing simulations

The space-filling designs, Gaussian process models, optimization and analysis are performed
using the JMP Pro 12 software (SAS, Cary, NC, USA).
3.1. Novel Design and Analysis of Computer Experiments with Design Augmentation
(DACEDA) approach
3.1.1.

Definition of design space: limits and constraints

The TH spots can be positioned along the arc at angles from 5◦ to 85◦ , defining the limits of the
design space for both α1 and α2 . Their distance from the center point of view (= r) may vary from
300 to 600 mm. Additionally, as the problem is symmetrical with respect to α s pot, 1 , α s pot, 2
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and collisions between spots should be avoided, the linear constraint α s pot, 1 − α s pot, 2 > 8◦
is applied. Finally, the spots can rotate away from their r vector or normal to the spot by up
to β s pot, i ± 10◦ This additional degree of freedom was added to observe the behaviour of the
uniformity for eventual miss-alignments.
3.1.2.

Space-filling design

Space-filling designs are the second step in design and analysis of computer experiments (DACE).
Their role is to efficiently screen the variable design space with a limited number of well-defined
runs, while capturing the complexity of the merit space. Unlike classical experimental designs
that are driven by replication, space-filling designs do not include replications. Additionally,
space-filling designs screen more efficiently the design space than traditional grid searches by
maximizing, for example, the average of the distances between potential design points in a way
that involves all factors [28]. A rule of thumb is to select the number of space-filling points as
10 times the number of variables [44]. The FFD algorithm can be summarized by the following
steps:
1. Define a rectangular design region
2. Generate a large number of N random points
3. Remove all points not satisfying the constraints
4. Cluster the N points to n groups, corresponding to the specified number of runs, using
Ward’s minimum variance criterion:
D uv =

kx u − x v k
1
Nu

+

1
Nv

,

(21)

where D uv is the distance between clusters u and v at any clustering step, Nu and Nv
reflect the number of observations in the clusters u and v at the current step and kx u − x v k
is the Euclidean distance between the centroid of clusters u and v.
5. Define a design point within each cluster. This is done in JMP based on the centroid
criterion.
For simple constraints such as in this case study, the N points can be generated within the
constrained region for better efficiency, thus merging steps 1 and 3. The main step is the
clustering, where each point is initially considered as a cluster, and repeatably merges the pair of
clusters with the minimum distance between them. The Fast Ward Method within JMP was used
in this work. A rule of thumb is to pick N ≥ 50 · n for the selection of the number of desired N
random points. To ensure a good space-filling design, 100 FFD generations were computed with
as selection criterion min(mean(d(ri ))) where d(ri ) is the Euclidean distance between a design
point i and its closest neighbour. This limits the influence of the random seed used during the
generation of random points during step 2. An illustration of the proposed Fast Flexible Design
with two variables and 20 runs is presented in Fig. 3.
3.1.3.

Gaussian process modeling and optimization

The Gaussian Process (GP) used in this work assumes the stochastic noise during the computer
simulations to be several orders of magnitude lower than the observed changes in the irradiance
in the design space. In section 2.3.2, this assumption was proven to be valid for this case study.
The used model considers the deterministic responses y(x) as the realization of a stochastic
process Y(X),
Y(X) = µ1n + (X),
(22)
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Fig. 3. Space-filling design of 20 points (blue) spread in the constrained region using Fast
Flexible Design (FFD). All sampled points are outside the symmetry and spot overlapping
regions

where X is the design matrix of dimension n × l, with n the number of design points and l
the number of factors, µ is the mean of the stochastic process, and (X) is a stationary random
process. The output vector Y(X) of size n × 1, has as covariance matrix:
Cov(Y) = σ 2 R(X, ξ),

(23)

where R(X, ξ) is an n × n correlation matrix, defined through the ξ = (ξ1 , . . . , ξl ) vector and the
design point coordinates. The correlation function used in this case is Gaussian. The correlation
between the i th observation at design point (x i1 , . . . , x il ) and the j th observation at design point
(x j1 , . . . , x jl ) , i.e., the (i, j)th element of R(X, ξ), is expressed as:
 l

 X

2

Ri , j (X, ξ) = exp −
ξ m (x im − x jm )  ,
(24)
m=1

with ξ m ≥ 0. Assuming that Y(X) is deterministic, the GP interpolates perfectly between all the
points given by the space-filling design. If ξ m = 0, there is a perfect correlation across the range
of the m th factor and fitted surface, and the surface is flat in the m th dimension. At large ξ m , the
correlation decreases to 0 as the distance between points increases, such that the fitted surface
will encounter high spatial frequency variations along the m th dimension.
Considering the maximum likelihood estimates µ̂, σ̂, and ξ̂ = (ξˆ1 , . . . , ξˆl ), the prediction
equation can be expressed as:
ŷ(x) = µ̂ + r0 (x, ξ̂)R −1 (X, ξ̂)(y(X) − µ̂1n ),

(25)

where r is a n × 1 vector containing the estimated correlations between the response at the
new point x, and the observed responses contained within y(X). Each estimated correlation is
calculated as:
 l

 X

2
r(x, ξ̂) = exp −
ξˆm (x im − x jm )  .
(26)
m=1
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From the above equations, the relative prediction variance is expressed as

1 − r0 (x, ξ̂)R −1 (X, ξ̂)r(x, ξ̂) +

2
1 − 10 n R −1 (X, ξ̂)r(x, ξ̂)
10 n R −1 (X, ξ̂)1n

.

(27)

For a given number of n observations, the GP optimally fits the space-filling points using a
stochastic process, with best ξ m parameters, in order to minimize the relative prediction variance.
In other words, among the different ways the GP can fit the space filling points perfectly, the GP
with minimal prediction variance over the design space will be chosen. For further information
regarding GP modeling, the reader is referred to [24, 25, 29, 31, 32]. The number of runs or points
used in the space-filling design and their position determine the complexity and the efficiency of
the GP. For a large number of runs, in case the problem is not Gaussian, the GP may over-fit the
used points resulting in a model which may have more local fluctuations in the merit space than
expected. If the number of design points is too low, causing too large regions to be under-sampled,
this will result in a GP with higher prediction variance or interpolated values which are far from
the expected ones. The number of design points providing sufficient sampling for this case study
was evaluated in [21]. This study showed that a number of design points of 10 times the number
of dimensions or less, as suggested by [44] provided satisfying results based on the R statistic.
An example of a 2D GP surface plot can be observed in Fig. 4.

α1

α2

α2

α1

Fig. 4. Gaussian Process (green) fitted through 20 design points (black) spread in the
constrained region according to a Fast Flexible Design (FFD).

3.1.4.

Design augmentation

In the field of design of experiments (DOE), there are many possible reasons for un-expected
results of an experiment and derived response surface, such as inadequate models, not repeatable
results or the optimum lying outside the design region [10, 45]. The common approach to
cope with those limitations is to augment the initial design, i.e. adding the responses of new
combinations of input variables to improve the accuracy of the model and the optimization
results [10, 45]. In this work, in analogy with classical DOE, we also augment an initial design
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generated by DACE in the case of illumination pattern simulations. Under the assumption that
the problem is deterministic, thus being above the noise level addressed by the Rose model,
design augmentation approaches for classical DOE are not appropriate for DACE. For example,
adding replications at combinations of input variables that were already present in the initial
experimental design will not bring further added value to the search of a global optimum.
Moreover, a direct augmentation of the design at the estimated optimum may result in over-fitting
the GP and decreasing the probability to find the global optimum. Therefore, two phases are
proposed, consisting of:
1. a maximum projection augmentation
2. an iterative Gaussian Process augmentation.
These two phases are described below.
Phase 1: Maximum projection augmentation Similar to what is done in traditional design
of experiments, augmenting a design based on information from a first model can help to refine
the knowledge of the global optimum or the sensitivity of the merit function around it. Recent
studies have shown that maximizing space filling properties onto projections to all subsets of
factors can result in more efficient designs than traditional max-min space-filling designs [30].
When a design is projected onto a sub-space, the distances between the points are calculated
with respect to the factors that define the subspace. Therefore, as suggested in [30], we define a
weighted Euclidian distance between the points x i and x j in p dimensions as
 p
 1/2




X
2
d(x i , x j ; τ) = 
τl (x il − x jl ) 
.





(28)

l=1

Let 0 ≤ τl ≤ 1 be the weight assigned to factor l with the constraint
Hypercube design criterion then becomes:

Pp

 n−1 n
 p1




1
X X

minφ k (χ; τ) = 
,


t


d (x i , x j ; τ) 
i=1 j=i+1

l=1

= 1. The Latin

(29)

where t > 0 is chosen large enough to achieve maximum distance. As a Gaussian Process was
generated prior to applying the maximum projection design (MPD), the following criterion can
be derived when t = 2p:








minψ(χ) = 







 p1




n−1 n


1
1 X X

!
.
Qp

2

n i=1 j=i+1 l=1 (x il − x jl ) 




2

(30)

The design which minimizes ψ(χ) has n distinct levels for each factor, otherwise (for any l with
x i j = x jl ) one would obtain ψ(χ) = ∞. This algorithm is also referred to as MaxPro, described
in [30], where further proofs and details can be found.
The maximum projection augmentation, also referred to as MaxPro, can be considered as
an additional screening or equivalently space-filling design, considering the previous design
points, and weighed based on the first GP generated by the initial DACE. Using the weights
τl , MaxPro will consequently address more points in valleys than flat regions across the entire
region satisfying the constraints.
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Phase 2: Iterative Gaussian Process augmentation The GP offers an analytical approximation of the merit space, by interpolating between the values of the merit function obtained from
the simulations at the design points. Taking into account constraints during optimization, it is
therefore easy to search for an estimate of the global optimum numerically, without additional
runs. A Newton-Raphson search with 10000 random starting points is used here to find the global
optimum.
Additional to the GP refinement using the MaxPro augmentation algorithm, the predicted
global optimum obtained from the initial GP is included as an additional design point in the
augmented design. To avoid artefacts due to GP extrapolations away from the screened region,
the simulated responses from the FFD points are mirrored by inverting α1 and α2 , thus doubling
the size of the design without additional simulations.
The design was augmented iteratively by adding in each iteration step the optimum of the GP
set up in the previous iteration until a convergence criterion of ∆CV = 0.002 between the GP
optimum and simulations was reached. Let δ be the number of times a GP is generated. If δ = 1,
the problem results in a traditional DACE. The recommended number of simulations named N s
is ν · p with ν = 10 [21, 44].
In the case of DACEDA, additional runs are needed for the augmentation and simulation at
the optimum. Therefore, the recommended total number of simulations becomes:
N s = ν · p + 2 · p + δ.

(31)

For problems with low dimensionality (p ≤ 2), it was recommended in [21,44] to use ν = 10. For
illumination problems with higher dimensionality (p > 3), as design augmentation is performed
in this work, it is suggested to rather reduce the number of ν · p initial sampling points with
ν ∈ [1 − 10] and perform more GP iterations for faster convergence. Therefore, ν = 10 and ν = 5
will be used for the 2D and 5D case study, respectively.
The different steps are schematically summarized in Fig. 5 and in Visualization 1, where
first a FFD space-filling design of ν · p = 10 · 2 = 20 different combinations of α1 and α2
is established within the constrained region in blue stars. Simulations and computation of a
merit function are performed for each point. Further, a first GP is fitted to these data points.
Using this DACE model, a first optimum is found as represented by a green cross. The design is
then augmented with 4 points using the MaxPro algorithm represented by red + and the DACE
optimum. Further simulations and their merit function are computed at those new points. A
new GP represented with iso-contours is then fitted to the data. From this second GP, the first
DACEDA global optimum is estimated, represented by a green circle. The GP contour plot based
on those N s = 26 points and their mirrors is illustrated in the background. At each iteration, the
second augmentation phase can be considered as a new refined generated DACE model with
increased tolerance resolution towards the global optimum.
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Fig. 5. Space-filling design (blue) using 20 points, design augmentation points (red) and
optimum found with DACEDA (green) on the updated Gaussian Process 2 observed in the
background. The different steps and both GPs are illustrated in Visualization 1.

The different DACEDA steps can be summarized as follow:

1. Define constraints and design boundaries
2. Perform a FFD space-filling design and compute the CV for each configuration
3. Fit a GP through the ν · p space-filling points
4. Estimate a global optimum from the GP
5. Augment the design by 2 · p using MaxPro weighted by the GP
6. Compute a new GP from all N s generated points
7. Estimate a global optimum from that GP
8. Perform a simulation at that optimum
9. If the simulated merit value or the difference between 2 consecutive iterations is above
the noise level ∆CV , repeat steps 6,7 and 8.
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3.1.5.

Tolerance analysis

The DACEDA method offers an analytical approximation of the merit space with several sampling
points close to the optimum. Each consecutive GP model that is fitted during the sequential
scheme can therefore be used for performing a tolerance analysis, which is an important step in
illumination design to verify the sensitivity of the manufactured design. When having a case with
more than 3 variables, it can be difficult to visualize the GP in a concise way. Therefore, the GP
after convergence is illustrated in a contour plot matrix in which each contour plot represents a
projection of the merit function onto a pair of variables while keeping the other variables constant
at their optimal value [21]. Further, for each GP contour plot, the number of contour lines can be
set such that the first contour enclosing the optimum defines the tolerated offset away from it. In
this case study, the CV range was set from 0 to 0.3 with 15 contours. Therefore, we tolerate a
CV down to 0.02.
3.1.6.

Model validation

In order to quantify the efficiency of DACEDA, the CV from non-coherent isotropic source
model is computed among a grid of 100 × 100 = Γ points to map exactly the merit space. The
following reference is then compared for each iteration with the GP representation computed
over the same points, using the root mean squared error:
v
u
t Γ
2
1 X
RMSE =
CVre f. (α1i , α2i ) − CVGP (α1i , α2i ) .
(32)
Γ i=1
The minimal CV estimated by DACEDA and computed analytically over the same configuration
are compared with the RMSE, until no significant improvement on the CV s nor the RMSE is
observed between consecutive iterations. At that point, the relative error:
Error rel (α1 , α2 ) =

CVre f. (α1 , α2 ) − CVGP (α1 , α2 )
,
max (CVGP (α1 , α2 ))

(33)

is plotted to graphically observe the errors across the merit space by the augmented Gaussian
process. As fluctuations of this error may be challenging to visualize, its logarithm is also shown.
!
|CVre f. (α1 , α2 ) − CVGP | (α1 , α2 )
.
(34)
Log10 (Error rel (α1 , α2 )) = Log10
max (CVGP (α1 , α2 ))
3.2.

Comparison of DACEDA to Simplex and simulated annealing methods

The performance of the DACEDA approach proposed in this study was compared to that of the
Simplex and simulated annealing implementations both available in FRED.
3.2.1.

Simplex

As the Simplex method efficiency is very sensitive to its initial guess, 10 points were randomly
chosen for the 2 and 5D cases. The one with lowest CV was chosen as a starting point. The
stopping criterion was defined based on the CV’s noise limit.
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3.2.2.

Simulated annealing

Meta-heuristic optimization methods such as simulated annealing can be handy when there is no
prior knowledge of the merit space. The algorithm described in [46, 47] can be summarized in
the following steps:
1. Define an initial temperature T = T0
2. Build a solution CV (x) at a random starting point x
3. set a cooling schedule: T 0 ← α · T , where T and T 0 are the current and next temperatures,
and α the cooling adjustment.
∆x,x0

4. Set the Metropolis condition p(x, x0 , T ) = exp − T , where ∆x,x0 is the distance between
the current optimal point x and the next candidate x0
5. Set a stopping criterion
6. While the stopping condition is not reached, do
(a) Choose a random neighbour x0
(b) Check if the new point is acceptable according to the Metropolis condition
(c) Update the temperature
(d) if CV (x) > CV (x0 ) then x ← x0 .
In the above algorithm pseudo code, the notation x ← x0 means that the previous optimal
combination of variables x is updated to the candidate ones x0 which are more optimal. The
starting point and search are random, which may limit the efficiency of this optimization process.
However, with good cooling adjustment and starting temperatures, the convergence towards
a good optimum can be competitive to simplex methods. As those coefficients are problem
dependent, an empirical search was performed with the coefficients α ∈ {0.7, 0.8, 0.99} and
T0 ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 5, 10}, while the stop criterion was based on the CV’s noise limit.
3.3.

Hardware settings

The ray-tracing simulations were performed in the software FRED Optimum 14.40 (Photon
Engineering, Tucson, Arizona, USA). The ray files representing the extended source consisted of
a total number of rays of 257.21 · 106 according to section 2.3.2. The symmetry of the problem
was used to only trace 2 spots, and sum the resulting irradiance with its mirror to obtain the
final irradiance profile. The computer was a laptop Dual-Core, 4MB Cache, up to 1.7 GHz, with
16 GB DDR3 RAM memory, and a solid state drive. The JMP Pro 12 software enabled a fast
computation of the GP and search for the ’global optimum’.
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4.

Results and discussion

4.1.
4.1.1.

Simulation design settings
Spectral distribution model

In order to perform the simulations matching realistic orders of magnitude of the SWIR case
study, the goniometer measurements which were in photometric units needed to be scaled to
SWIR radiometric units, which can be done with knowledge of the spectral power distribution.
The measured spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. We assume that there is no power loss, such that the 20
W delivered to the spot are emitted within the 400–2500 nm spectral region. No angular-spectral
dependencies were observed during the experiment,so we can assume that the integrated spectral
radiance with fixed spectra is only dependent on the angular distribution. Therefore, a direct
proportionality can be derived between candela and spectral radiant intensity. The SWIR power
efficiency was obtained by numerically integrating the measured radiance curve, and equalled
64.37 %. Therefore, integrating over the angular distribution and emitted spectra, for a unit area,
each 20 W spot has a total SWIR effective flux estimated to be 12.87 W based on the measured
spectra. Absorption due to the Aluminum coating of the reflector and the boro-silicate glass can
be observed at 1400, 1750, 2100 and 2500 nm. Moreover, using a CIE scotopic spectral response
curve, the flux observed by the goniometer would be 0.75 W . Those proportions can be used to
scale the photometric measurements to SWIR radiometric angular distributions.
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Fig. 6. Measured (black) and fitted (dotted red) spectral radiance using a NIST polynomial.
64.37 % of the total spectral power is used in the SWIR region, while 3.77 % in the visible
using a CIE scotopic curve.

4.2.

Computation time

Using the described hardware, a ray-tracing simulation took up to 45 minutes. A GP computation
took up to 3 minutes for number of design points above 100, and up to 4 minutes for search of
the ’global optimum’ within the 5 D case study.
4.3.

DACEDA model validation

From the above results, the effective SWIR flux in set to 12.87 W for the analytical solution. The
RMSE between the augmented GP and the analytical solution can be observed for each DACEDA
iteration, as the the CV estimated by the GP and its corresponding value using the analytical
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formulation can be seen in Fig. 7. As expected, as the design is augmented, the GP tends to
match better the expected merit space with a significant decrease over the first 60 iterations.
No significant improvements were observed above 120 DACEDA iterations, as can be seen in
Visualization 2. Moreover, no changes of the global optimum are apparent after 10 iterations.
The relative difference between the analytical solution and the GP after 130 DACEDA iterations
can observed in Fig. 8 and Visualization 3, while its logarithmic analogue can be observed in the
lower part of Fig. 9 and Visualization 4. The upper part of Fig. 9 illustrates the logarithmic error
of the merit space after one iteration, for better comparison with its evolution after 130 iterations
in the lower part of the figure. The GP model encounters limitations at the boundaries of the
design space, which are limitations of FFDs [28]. No augmentation was performed at the corners
of the design space here as it would not satisfy the constraints. It can be concluded from Figs. 8,
9, Visualization 3 and Visualization 4 that most of the contribution to the RMSE lies in the edges
of the design space. Despite the edges around the design with up to 10 % error, the overall error
is contained within 2 %. Moreover, the error around the global optimum is within 1 %, which
confirms that a tolerance analysis within that resolution can be performed. Although the merit
space has an overall lower error, little improvements are observed on the global optimum after
10 DACEDA iterations. It is therefore the designer’s choice to aim for a fast good estimate of the
global optimum with some information on its tolerances, or rather target a better estimate of the
tolerances with further design augmentation, while carefully avoiding over-fitting the GP [48].
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Fig. 7. Root mean squared error between the Gaussian process generated and analytical
merit space as a function of the DACEDA iterations and the corresponding predicted and
reference CV.

4.4.

Ray-tracing noise quantification

Now that the DACEDA methodology is demonstrated for noise-free problems, the noise level to
remain deterministic within non-sequential ray-tracing is needed. The noise quantification of a
ray-trace of an isotropic point source described earlier using the Rose model can be observed in
Fig. 10. It can be seen that the suggested SNR always bounds the deviations of the ray-traced
irradiance from its analytical solution. One can then replicate the ray-tracing stochastic noise,
which is performed here for several configurations. The noise-free analytical solution, Rose
model noise-added analytical solution and equivalent ray-trace profile were computed at each
space-filling design configuration. No significant difference were observed between the noiseadded and ray traced irradiance profile. Further, an average ∆CV = 0.001 was deducted from
this analysis, which sets our stop criterion.
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Fig. 8. Relative error between the analytical and Gaussian process merit spaces (seen in
Visualization 2) after 130 DACEDA iterations. The color bar is set on the same scale as
the z-axis to better visualize the errors. The evolution of the relative error can be seen in
Visualization 3.

Fig. 9. Logarithmic relative error between the analytical and Gaussian process merit spaces;
upper part after one, lower part after 130 DACEDA iterations. The DACEDA logarithmic
relative error evolution can be seen in Visualization 4.
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Fig. 10. Ray-tracing noise quantification of a isotropic point source placed at (250, 0, 433)
mm using Rose model.

4.5.

DACEDA using a point source model: 2D case study

The search for the most uniform illumination distribution or the minimal coefficient of variation
(CV) within the field of view can be observed in Fig. 11 for the DACEDA, simplex and simulated
annealing methods, which are represented in dotted-red, blue and dashed-green, respectively. In
this case study, DACEDA requires 20 simulations during the space-filling phase to generate a
GP. The 21 st simulation is the first optimum found using a GP with 20 runs. Four additional
simulations were required to augment the design. The 26th simulation is the first DACEDA
optimum. The different optimization steps of the DACEDA approach are clearly indicated in
red. The DACEDA algorithm stopped after 8 iterations, due to incremental improvements below
∆CV . As this case study is of low dimensionality, the simplex method performs best, followed by
SA, while the DACEDA optimization reaches in only two GP optimum augmentation iterations
comparable results. Therefore, when a good starting point is available, the simplex method is
suggested for low dimensional convex problems, as optimal SA parameters were needed here to
reach comparable performance. However, for the same number of iterations, DACEDA offers
also tolerance information, which is as important for designers as finding the optimum itself.
Moreover, as suggested in [21], DACE (without post-optimization nor augmentation) can be
used to find a good starting point for a simplex post-optimization.
The far-field model is unfortunately not a good approximation when dealing with radius
variation, and considering the diameter of the source. As the diameter of the emitting surface
representing the spot is 51 mm, far-field is considered at a minimum distance of 510 mm. the
irradiance observed from a spot 300 mm away from the target is considered near-field, invaliding
the point source model approaching near-field. Therefore, the extended source model is used for
the 5D case study.
4.6.

DACEDA using an extended source model: 5D case study

When increasing both the dimensionality (2D to 5D) and the complexity (point to extended
source model) of the problem, the simplex method tends to converge towards a local minimum,
as observed in Fig. 12. The DACEDA method outperforms the simplex and SA by reaching
respectively a 1 % better uniformity in only 60 iterations, which later would iterate below the
noise level ∆CV . Convergence was obtained about two times faster for DACEDA than for
simplex and SA (120 iterations), while reaching a better optimum. However, it should be noted
that compared to simplex based methods, adding too many neighbouring points around the
optimum can lead to artefacts due to the presence of stochastic noise, resulting in an increase
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Fig. 11. Search of best uniformity using the simplex, simulated annealing and DACEDA for
the 2D case study using a point source modelled in FRED. The different steps of DACEDA
are illustrated in red.

of the relative prediction variance which could lead to a sub-optimal solution as observed in
iterations 64 and 65. This effect is limited here using the described noise quantification. However,
the optimum can be refined as described above with a simplex post-optimization.
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Fig. 12. Search for best uniformity using the simplex, simulated annealing and DACEDA
for the 5D case study using an extended source modeled in FRED.

4.6.1.

Tolerance analysis using DACEDA: 5D case study

For the 5D case study, a GP interpolating between the outputs of 60 ray-tracing simulations using
an extended source model was set up. A visual representation of this GP was created to illustrate
the overall behavior of the merit space. A series of 10 contour plots was created, each showing
the merit space as a function of two variables, while keeping the other variables constant. The
optimum of each method obtained after 60 iterations can be observed in the contour scatter plots
in Fig. 13. As shown in the previous section, the optimum found with the DACEDA method
corresponds to the most uniform illumination pattern. The first contour surrounding the optimum
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for each plane is considered to have a similar uniformity at a resolution of CV = 0.02 = 2%,
which is above the noise level and within the maximum GP error observed earlier. The following
analysis is done from bottom to top contour plots. It can be seen that the design is very sensitive to
a miss-positioning of spot 1 (r , α1 ), as the CV increases with more than 5% for angular changes
of 5◦ or distance changes of 20 mm away from the optimum. The design is also rather sensitive
to the miss-positioning of spot 2 (r , α2 ), with 3 − 4% increase for similar displacements. It can
be concluded that the spot at lower angles has a stronger impact on the irradiated uniformity.
Miss-positioning in (r , β1,2 ) is comparable to changes in β i of ±5◦ , increasing the CV only up
to 2% for an optimal fixed radius. Moreover, uniformity is rather insensitive to miss-alignments
of β2 relative to α1,2 , β1 . Two optimal zones can be observed, corresponding to low β1,2 with
high α1,2 and high β1,2 with low α1,2 . During optimization, the optimum can bounce from one
area to the next one between iterations. This choice also offers some flexibility to the designer,
but the global picture should be considered for best overall performance. Further, the design is
very sensitive to the choice of α1 combined with α2 , with only about 2◦ for a decrease of 1%.
Finally, the design is rather tolerant to changes in β1 with changes up to 5◦ resulting in similar
uniformity. Comparable analysis can be performed during DACEDA optimization, even starting
from the first space-filled simulation, as observed in Visualization 5. Abrupt changes in the shape
of the tolerance analysis between iterations can hint on need for further iterations. A decrease in
relative error can be observed starting at extended DACEDA iteration 35, with relative errors
around 1 % starting at iteration 50. For more information, see the appendix.
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Fig. 13. Scatter contour plots using a GP from DACEDA with 60 simulations for the 5D
case study. An animated version can be seen in Visualization 5. For more information, see
the appendix.
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5.

Conclusion

A novel optimization approach for HSI illumination has been proposed, which is able to take into
account irregular constrained variable spaces and non-linear trends aiming at global optimality.
The proposed method is based on the principles of Design and Analysis of Computer Experiments,
supplemented with iterative Design Augmentation (DACEDA). A fast flexible design is used to
screen the design space and design augmentation is based on the maximum projection algorithm.
Moreover, optimization is performed by iteratively including the GP optima from previous
iterations in the design. From measured source spectra, a SWIR spectral efficiency of 64.37 %
was deducted. This modeling enabled to scale the measured luminous intensity to SWIR radiant
intensity.
The proposed DACEDA methodology was first demonstrated on a noise-free case study to
demonstrate DACEDA’s optimization convergence and estimation of the merit space. The error
on the estimated tolerances was up to 0.002 with significant errors at the boundaries of the design
space, while the optimum was perfectly estimated after 10 iterations. Further, the ray-tracing
stochastic noise was modeled using the Rose model, which gave a stop criterion on the uniformity
of ∆CV = 0.001, over which the problem was considered deterministic. This new approach
further enables the use of a DACE approach for simulations in the presence of stochastic noise.
The illumination uniformity was then optimized using measured source distributions and
spectra in a ray-tracing software, comparing the novel DACEDA approach to simplex and SA
methods. For a two-dimensional version of the problem, it was shown that DACEDA performs
comparably to simplex and SA with a good initial guess, while providing instantaneously
tolerance information. Furthermore, for the 5D case DACEDA performed 1 % better than
simplex and SA, while reaching convergence two times as fast. Finally, the generated GP from
DACEDA was used for a visual tolerance analysis, revealing that the design is sensitive to
miss-alignments, mainly related to positioning.
In conclusion, the proposed DACEDA method demonstrates significant improvements in
performance and flexibility over standard optimization methods for higher dimensional problems,
offering new optimization with simultaneous tolerancing tools for non-imaging illumination
design applications, under the assumption that the variation in the merit values is sufficiently
above the noise level. However, further research is needed to prevent over-fitting and ensure sufficient sampling of the design space, using for example several statistical metrics. As for several
heuristic approaches, the proposed method aims to find the ’global optimum’. Furthermore, it is
believed that the philosophy of behind DACEDA is a good strategy to approach global optimality
in the most efficient manner when there is no prior knowledge of the merit space.
Appendix: extended DACEDA
Although depreciated, as the space-filling screening the design space is not completed, it is
possible to apply DACEDA from iteration 1, named here extended DACEDA. We will illustrate
this extension using the 5D case study. The DACEDA convergence seen in Fig. 12 is updated by
applying also during the first simulations a GP onto all the previously simulated configurations,
during the space-filling and augmentation phase 1. Moreover, the corresponding visualization
of the merit space or tolerance analysis can be seen in Visualization 5. From both Fig. 14 and
Visualization 5, it is clear that extended DACEDA has significant added value, as it brings in
most 2D projections after 20 simulations a good estimate of the merit space and location of
minima, with however fluctuations between consecutive iterations. Extended DACEDA brings
further added value during augmentation, approaching monotically the global optimum candidate.
However, the first 15 simulations are not reliable, as consecutive iterations do not monotonically
converge towards the global optimum, neither does the modeled tolerance analysis. Furthermore,
simplex and SA search in a more blind random fashion, as their have no global knowledge of the
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merit space. Extended DACEDA could be considered as a learning global optimization algorithm.
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Fig. 14. Search for best uniformity using the simplex, simulated annealing and extended
DACEDA for the 5D case study using an extended source modeled in FRED. The evolution
of the merit space during optimization can be seen in Visualization 5.
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